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PREZ SEYZ 

Well, I hope the snow will recede 
soon and warmer weather will be 
here. Joe Nyze had a great demo 
at our last meeting on pepper 
mills. 
 

Empty Bowls is coming up in 
May this year and bowls are start-
ing to come in. We are still in need 
of bowls for Empty Bowls so 
please do what you can. Our 
wooden bowls are always a favorite.  
 

Our second Beginning class was a great success and our third 
class started the first week in March.  
 

The remodeled dust collection system is in and working great.  
Thanks to the members that were able to work on this project.  It 
went well with all the help so, Thank You again to those that 
were able to help! 
 

When the weather starts to break and is a little warmer we need 
to have a work day at the club house for some spring cleaning.  
More to come on that.   
 

There may be a Chainsaw Event this summer.  The folks that put 
it on are in the planning stage.  Nothing is scheduled yet but if it 
does get scheduled, we will let you know.   
 

Tom Leonard has been working on getting the pen supplies under 
control so if there is an event we will be prepared  for it. 
 

We had a good Saturday morning get together March11th with 
some new members.  Our next meeting will be April 5th. 6:00 to 
9:00 with Mary Wider putting on the demo.  Our next Saturday 
morning get together will be April 8th  8:00 to 12:00. 
 

Bob 
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3 Editor Musings – March 2023 
 

Seeing these pictures, I will surmise that 
readers are certain that there is a story 
behind it. That you would be correct in 
assuming. But before explaining these 
pictures there is a little bit of background 
first. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Joe Nycz demonstrated about antique peppermills, he made 

a comment that got my attention. It was when he was lathe drilling 

that he commented that you have to go slow because the drill will 

produce too much heat. This was not a big problem with wood 

(smoke and maybe a fire) but cautioned that with acrylics the heat 

could melt onto the drill bit and you would not be able to get it out 

and the only thing to do was to throw the drill bit (stuck in the 

acrylic) and the acrylic out. This resonated with me because I had 

recently had this problem but was able to remove the drill. More 

later. 

The lathe speed was as low as it would go (438 rpms on a non-

variable Rikon). I didn’t used to drill acrylics on my lathe but I had 

a lot of end breakage on acrylics  using a drill press cutting to size 

for the tube. (That is why the pen dealers recommend buying an 

“acrylic” drill bit that usually runs $27). I got this idea (you know 

those intuitions that some times work the way you imagined it but 

usually not) to mount the acrylic blank onto the lathe the full  



4 length of the acrylic and drill a little beyond the tube length and 

then cut the blank at the size of the tube on the bandsaw.  

The first time the drill bit got stuck, I decided this would not do 

and I would get the drill bit out one way or another. I struggled 

with several different tools plus hammer and then a large screw 

driver and hammer combination finally eased the blank off the drill 

bit. 

Well, it happened a second time. Curiously, the same thing hap-
pened with a similar acrylic blank which did not upset me because 
after all I got out before. This time was different. It was stuck - re-
ally stuck. I used the same method as before and it did not move a 

millimeter. At some point 
in banging on the blank 
and probably somewhat 
on the drill bit, the drill 
bit broke in half.  Now 
what?  

Of course, this required 

some rethought about my process. So, I cut the blank off at the spot 

as originally conceived so I could get at the opposite end of the of 

the drill bit. Then I put the blank side with the stuck half of the 

drill bit in a vise with the broke bit downward and then returned to 

my hammer and screw driver technique. I must have beat on this 

for some time and frankly I was getting ticked off.  

I some how never considered that I was doing the impossible, only 

it was going to be done with the blank in tact or not. During the 

constant beating I was giving the blank and drill bit, I noticed that 

the screw driver end was being driven 

between the bit and the blank. I had 

found its weakness. I pounded harder 

than ever placing the screw driver bit 

in different spots and finally the sweet 

sound of metal hitting the concrete.  

In retrospect, I probably could have found some way to heat the 
blank, but where is the fun in that. 

Tom Leonard 



The Golden Ratio, by Dan Brandner 
 

What It Is 
 
The Golden Ratio, often represent-
ed by the Greek letter phi(Φ), an 
irrational number of approximately 
1.618..., was known as early as 
Euclid's time.  He referred to it as 
the "Extreme and Mean Ratio", 
while Luca Pacioli, an Italian math-
ematician and contemporary of Le-
onardo da Vinci referred to it as the 
"Divine Proportion".  The reason is 
that the proportion shows up in ge-
ometry quite frequently and also in 
nature.  In 1202, Leonardo Fibo-
nacci introduced the Fibonacci se-
quence to the western world where 

later a Ger-
man math-
ematician, 
Simon Ja-
cob (1564) 
noted con-
secutive 
numbers in 
the series 
converged 
to the Gold-
en Ratio.  
See Fig. 1 
where the 
line repre-
sentation is 
Euclid’s 
and the 
Continued 
fraction is 
Fibonac-
ci’s. 
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Why It Is Special 
 
Johannes Kepler pointed out the Fibonacci sequence in nature, us-
ing it to explain the pentagonal form of some flowers.  The Golden 
Angle, where the two arcs of a circle are in the ratio of phi(Φ), oc-
curs in patterns of plant growth as the optimal spacing of leaf 
shoots around plant stems so that successive leaves do not block 
sunlight from the leaves below them. See Fig. 2 where the Golden 
Angle comes from dividing a circle by the Golden Ratio, a/b= phi
(Φ).  dividing a circle by the Golden Ratio, a/b= phi(Φ).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some examples from geometry are, in a regular pentagon the ratio 
of a diagonal to a side is the golden ratio, while intersecting diago-
nals section each other in the golden ratio.  Here are some other 
examples, Fig. 3.  
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An Aesthetically Pleasing Ratio. 
 
Some have said the ratio shows up in the Great Pyramid of Giza, 
or in the height to width ratio of Athens Parthenon's facade, though 
actual measurements show this to not quite be true. Some artists 
and architects, including Leonardo da Vinci, Le Corbusier and Sal-
vador Dalí, have proportioned their works to approximate the gold-
en ratio, believing it to be aesthetically pleasing, and this has per-
sisted to modern times.   
 
My conjecture is that as it is common in nature our eyes might find 
the ratio familiar and therefore pleasing.  To that end, people have 
constructed dividers like the one shown in Fig. 4, which make it rel-
atively easy to transfer the ratio to a divided line segment of any 
length, such as Joe did during his turning presentation.  We can 
leave it up to you to turn two different spindles, say with a bead in 
the middle vs. a bead at the Golden ratio and let you decide which 
is more appealing. See Fig. 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 
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CVWG at the Chippewa Valley            

Museum Spring Folk Arts  

Dennis Ciesielski, Bob Wilcox, Bob 

Eberhardt and eventually Tom Leon-

ard manning the table to spread the 

word about our group and the variety 

of things that can be made with wood. 



Need Some Help on the Web site 

CVWG Web Master Jerry Engedal is requesting any member who 

has a favorite on line source for woodturning to submit it to help 

rebuild and enhance the CVWG web site.  

Send ideas and web site address to : 

woodturnercvwg@gmail.com. 
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11 March Demonstration 

Antique Pepper Mill 

Joe Nycz 

The CVWG always enjoys having 

Joe demonstrate. His subtle 

sense of humor is always enjoya-

ble. Joe started off by drilling a 

hole through a piece of wood – a 

branch – and then setting the An-

tique Pepper Mill hardware on 

top of it and said that was it. 

Demo over because essentially 

that was all there was to it – a 

hole in a piece of wood with the 

pepper grinder on top. It took a 

couple of seconds before we real-

ized it was Joe’s sense of humor for us. 

When Joe got down to business, he began prepping a cylinder of 

wood. The next part is unfortunately a little fuzzy, but Joe had a 

small round piece of wood that was the circumference of the pepper 

mill hardware in which he drilled in 4 screws at equidistant using 

the pepper mill hardware screw holes as a guide. This he used to 

properly place the holes for the hardware screws and enlarge these 

four spots for the 4 hardware screw holes. Next, he used a Forstner 

bit (1 ½ inch) to make room for the hardware and cut the screw 

holes in half also to accommodate the hardware screws holes on the 

hardware.  

(See pictures to understand my not so clear babble). 



12 Next Joe, placed the prepped wood on the lathe and used a Fibo-

nacci Divider to measure how the pepper mill would be formed to 

give it a pleasing shape and turned it to that shape.  

After obtaining the shape, Joe separated the piece with a saw that 

looked like a Japanese Ryoba saw. Then placed the hardware on the 

piece and set in the screws. 

One thing Joe does with his pepper mills is to put a little cup like 

piece on the bottom to catch the ground pepper and give it more 

stability. (I’m guessing here. Joe can let me know if I blew this ex-

planation). 

Joe prepping the wood. Here he is us-

ing a small piece of wood (a jig ) to 

equidistant the hardware screw holes. 
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The equidistant 

screw holes. 

After making the enlarged screw 

holes, Joe used a Fortsner bit to 

make a cut to fit in the hardware. 
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Top: Result of using the Forstner bit. 

Below: Drilling a hole completely 

through the piece. 
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Above: Joe uses a Fibonacci Divider to de-

termine the shape of the pepper mill. 

Below: Joe shaping the pepper mill. 
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Above: Joe finished shaping and is creat-

ing a part for the stand. 

Below: Joe uses his Ryoba  saw to part the 

piece. 
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Above: Joe making the bottom piece from 

what is left of the wood cylinder. 

Below: Joe is attaching the hardware  to 

the turned piece. 
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Joe is preparing his little joke. 
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As Joe said—this is basically all a pepper 

mill is. 
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Bob Eberhardt 

Bob Eberhardt show-

ing the unfinished 

necked vessel that 

Barry Grill demon-

strated in February. 

Bob took the piece to 

see if he could finish 

it. 
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Tom Leonard 

Tom Leonard 

showing the pen 

wood 

(Camelthorn) 

and the pen kit  

(Designer) of 

the month. 



 

22 Joe Nycz 

Joe made a Maple bowl and glaze 

coated it. 
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Joe Nycz 

Joe also made a smaller shallower bowl 

and also glaze coated it. 
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Joe Nycz 

Joe made several peelers with a variety 

of woods. 



 

25 
Joe Nycz 

Joe made 8 cute gnomes—one with a 

crooked hat. 



 

26 
Joe Nycz 

Joe made a  large 

bowl to be used as 

a yarn bowl and 

also glazed coated 

it. 



 

27 
Joe Nycz 

Joe made a vase out of Mesquite. It was 

made with the intent to insert a glass tube 

to hold water with flowers. 



 

28 
Joe Nycz 

Joe with a variety of bowls  - deep 

and shallow. 
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Joe Nycz 

Joe with 2 

smaller bowls 

that were 

made from 

Red Bud 

wood. 
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Joe with a small Walnut natural edge bowl 

and a large natural edge Walnut  heart 

bowl. 

Joe Nycz 
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Mary Weider 

Mary shows her plates 

she added epoxy to  sta-

bilize. 
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Rich Thelen 

This is a wall 

hanging piece 

made with a wood 

turned butternut 

frame and chip 

carved bass wood 

rosette. About 

seven inches in di-

ameter. Frame 

has three coats of 

wipes on poly and 

rosette has two 

coats of acrylic 

lacquer. 

At Home Show and Tell 



Pen Wood of the Month 

Acacia 

Common Name(s): Acacia, wattle 

Distribution: Primarily Australia; a few species are found in 
Asia and the Pacific islands 

Genus Size: Nearly 1,000 species 

Mechanical Characteristics: Density greatly variable, some 
species can be very heavy and hard, though most commercial 
species are of moderate weight. 

Visual Characteristics: Many species have a medium to dark 
brown heartwood with sharply demarcated sapwood. Figured 
grain patterns such as curl (commonly called “ringed” in Aus-

tralia) are also seen. 

Identification: Wood is diffuse porous (not ring-porous), typi-
cally with medium to large pores. Parenchyma tends to be pri-

marily vasicentric and isn’t generally seen with extensive and 
wide bands. Many species of Acacia will fluoresce under a 
black light, which can help to separate them from other looka-

like genera. 
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Comments: Acacia is a very large and diverse genus, contain-
ing several hundred species, ranging from woods weighing 

less than black cherry (Prunus serotina)—such 
as mangium (Acacia mangium)—to some of the heaviest and 
hardest woods on earth—such as waddywood (Acacia peuce). 
Because of this great diversity within the genus, it is nearly 
impossible to typify a standard wood that is representative of 
the genus. Nevertheless, some wood merchants (particularly 

wood flooring retailers) are quite fond of using the “acacia” 
name despite its inherent vagueness. 

A Genus in Upheaval: Historically, Acacia species have been 
spread throughout Africa, the Americas, as well as Asia and 
Australia. However, more recent genetic studies have revealed 
that many species of trees that were once thought to be part 
of Acacia were actually not as closely related as previously 

thought, and new genera would have to be introduced to 
properly classify the different species. It’s of course no coinci-
dence that much of these genetic differences lie along geo-

graphic lines. 

The controversy is rooted in a few simple realities. 

1. The first Acacia species were discovered and docu-
mented in Africa in the 1700s. 

2. Years later, many more hundreds of Acacia species 
were described in Australia. 

The issue of dispute is which group of species ought to retain 

the right to the original Acacia name? On the side of Africa, 
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there is centuries of history—including the type species, gum 
arabic (formerly Acacia nilotica) which may be considered as 

sort of an anchor for a genus. On the side of Australia, there is 
sheer number (the great majority of both known and disputed 
Acacia species—nearly 1000—are from Australia). This is not to 

mention the practicality of maintaining all these species ra-
ther than reclassifying them and updating a great deal of rec-
ords and written material. 

Africa vs. Australia: the Verdict: In the end, though it was dis-

puted and sometimes not even acknowledged by some authors 
as valid, the official ruling at the International Botanical Con-
gress (IBC) was, in effect, in favor of Australia. What this 
means is that the genus formerly known as Acacia would be 
split into five different genera, but the majority of the species—
those predominantly from Australia—would remain as Acaia. 

Currently, the five genera are as follows: 

· Acacia (primarily Australian) 

· Vachellia  - Senegalia— Acaciella—Mariosousa 

 

Source:  Wood Database lists 8 varieties of Wattle or Aca-
cia and  none duplicate the above information. I just lost the 
source of the data. 

 

Not sure of source but more information can be found at 
Acacia Wood: Origin, Characteristics, Facts, Uses, Ben-

efits, and Finishing (acaciawooddb.com)  
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Pen Kit of the Month 

CJK1 

The pen was purchased from Berea Hardwoods for $16.29 

and now is $19.72. The bushings were $5.76 and now 

$6.62. The drill bit was a 27/64 and sells for $16.76 now. 

The Acacia wood was purchased from Cook Woods for 

$5.98 each. 

Berea describes this pen as “one tube modern design pen 

that features a highly detailed center band and sturdy 

clip.” 

This was not one of my favorite pens. It required gluing 

the finial (which is small) to the finial cap. The idea was to 

create your own finial if you wanted.  It was also men-

tioned as one of the worst/hardest/time consuming (pick 

one) pens along with the Nevus (remember the Nevus). 

The second pen is an antler. 
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The Acacia tree is a type of tree called an 

“Umbrella” tree. 
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The Acacia pods have many health uses. See 

web site: 

7 Uses for Acacia (healthline.com)  

https://www.healthline.com/health/7-uses-for-acacia
https://www.healthline.com/health/7-uses-for-acacia
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Other uses for the Acacia tree: Flooring, 

counter tops, chopping boards and in ship 

building are just a few. 



Next Demonstration 

ACRYLICS 

Mary Weider 
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Meetings are first Wednesday of the month at 7 pm. Open 

house is the second Saturday of the month from 8 am to 12 

pm 

Meeting Dates and Demonstrations 

April 5—Mary Weider—Acrylics  

May 3—Dan Brandner—Small Bowl From Scrap 

June 7— Not Yet Determined 

July 5 — Not Yet Determined 

August 2—Not Yet Determined 

September 6—Not Yet Determined 

Open House Date 

April 8 from 8:00 am to 12:00pm- Masks 

not required (if not turning) and Vaccina-

tions suggested. If coming after 10:00 

please inform us through the web site 

the night before at:

(www.woodturnercvwg@gmail.com) 

 

Meetings and Open House are held in the Eau Claire Insulation 

building at 1125 Starr Ave on the northeast side of Eau Claire, 

Wi. 
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Board of Directors for 2023  

 
 

President  Bob Eberhardt   
     
 
Vice President John DeRyckere 
 
          
Treasurer/  Randy Patzke 
Membership   
 
Secretary  John DeRyckere 
Co-Secretary  Tom Leonard 
     
 
Program Director John Layde 
     
 
At Large Directors Joe Nycz     
    Ron Bartz 
    Dan Brandner 
     

Non Board Positions 
 
Newsletter Editor Tom Leonard 
 
Web Master  Jerry Engedal  
 
Members and interested persons may con-
tact the Chippewa Valley Woodturners Guild 
by email at: woodturnercvwg@gmail.com 

Photos of Show and Tell / Gallery items              

provided by : Mary Weider 
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